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A Better Practice Starts Here.One solution to manage your entire practice. On the
cloud or at your premises - it's your choice. Start your paperless journey with
Australia's most innovative practice management suite.Be powered by a better
patient management solution that is scalable, intuitive, and adapts to the workflows
you wish to set for your practice.Medical Wizard was developed based on extensive
research and user feedback received from many specialist practitioners, surgeons,
physicians, practice managers, medical receptionists, nurses, and other
stakeholders over the past 25 years.Our product has been developed from the
ground up to meet the specific needs of Day Hospitals and Specialist Medical
Centres. Since our inception in 1994, we have earned an enviable reputation and
track record for providing effective solutions to Day Hospitals and Specialist Medical
Centres, combined with outstanding personalized, ongoing support services.1000+
UsersWith over a thousand users using Medical Wizard every day, our experienced
team provide the means to ensure you spend time attending to work and less time
on support calls. But our friendly team is always up for a chat (even about the footy)
whenever the need arises. 150+ ClientsWe provide solutions to over 150 leading
private hospitals and specialist medical centre's. Despite being based in Victoria,
our clients are spread across Australia, and most of our clients have been with us
for over 10 years. This is a testament to the great client-service provider
relationship we foster.25+ YearsWith over 25 years of experience and a team of 15
experts from a variety of technical backgrounds, we ensure we serve all our clients
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equally, no matter what the size of the practice is. Our mission is to build solutions
that make your workflow easier in the most intuitive ways possible, rather than
building features you don't need.
A Flexible Pricing Model, Pay For What You Use And Add As You GrowOur
comprehensive software suite was specially built to fit around the way you work.
Each module was developed based on our design philosophy to create a
customisable end to end solutions to fit the needs of your practice.Every business is
unique and to ensure we honour that, our customizability is in line with our pricing.
We also believe you should only pay for what you need. Therefore, our system
comes in neatly fitting modules that you can pick and choose from, depending on
the needs of your practice.We offer a simple monthly subscription option for cloud
or an upfront payment option for on-premise installation. We respect your choice
and there are no surprises, the pricing agreed upon is the price paid, no more no
less. That's the Medical Wizard Guarantee.
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